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**Abstract**

VTubers are live streamers who embody computer animation virtual avatars. VTubing is a rapidly rising form of online entertainment in East Asia, most notably in Japan and China, and it has been more recently introduced in the West. However, animating an expressive VTuber avatar remains a challenge due to budget and usability limitations of current solutions, i.e., high-fidelity motion capture is expensive, while keyboard-based VTubing interfaces impose a cognitive burden on the streamer. This paper proposes a novel approach for VTubing animation based on the key principle of loosening the coupling between the VTuber and their avatar, and it describes a first implementation of the approach in the AlterEcho VTubing animation system. AlterEcho generates expressive VTuber avatar animation automatically, without the streamer’s explicit intervention; it breaks the strict tethering of the avatar from the streamer, allowing the avatar’s nonverbal behavior to deviate from that of the streamer. Without the complete independence of a true alter ego, but also without the constraint of mirroring the streamer with the fidelity of an echo, AlterEcho produces avatar animations that have been rated significantly higher by VTubers and viewers ($N = 315$) compared to animations created using simple motion capture, or using VMagicMirror, a state-of-the-art keyboard-based VTubing system.
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1 **Introduction**

Live streaming, or live video broadcasting through the Internet, has gained worldwide popularity in the past decade [20]. Platforms like YouTube and Twitch allow anyone with a webcam and an Internet connection to become a streamer, sharing their life experiences and creative content while engaging with an online audience in real-time. More recently, advances in motion capture and computer animation have empowered streamers to represent themselves with virtual avatars without revealing their real self. Virtual YouTubers, or VTubers, are streamers who embody a virtual avatar and role-play a specially designed persona [28]. Originating from East Asia where the subcultures of anime and manga are prevalent, the VTuber community has since rapidly grown and expanded, reaching a worldwide audience across cultural and language barriers. Kizuna Ai, a VTuber who is considered the first and most popular VTuber to date, has 4 million followers around the globe and was selected as a tourism ambassador for the Japanese National Tourism Organization in 2018 [23]; by July 2020, there were more than 13,000 active VTubers from Japan, and more than 6,000 from China [19, 36]. It is estimated that the VTuber industry in Japan alone will exceed 50 billion yen (471 million USD) by 2022 [2]. The year 2020 also saw VTubers reach popularity in the West [13]; the English-speaking VTuber Gawr Gura, for example, reached 1 million subscribers on YouTube in only 41 days [16].

A key contributing factor to a VTuber’s streaming performance is their animated avatar; it must vividly portray their persona, in order to attract an audience that finds their personality and appearance appealing [28]. For example, VTuber Kizuna Ai’s persona is a “recently-developed advanced artificial intelligence” whose words and actions are naive [28]. Thus, her avatar always has a cheerful and confident look and exhibits rich facial expressions [24].

However, animating an expressive VTuber avatar in real-time has remained a challenge. In a popular approach, streamers animate their avatars by relying on a series of keyboard shortcuts to trigger specific gestures or animations; but such a keyboard interface places a significant cognitive burden on the streamer, which not only stifles their creativity and spontaneity, but also potentially results in an off-putting performance that feels contrived. Another approach is to wear a full-body motion capture suit that tracks one’s body movements in real-time. The technology, however, is expensive, un-
comfortable, and requires a large physical space. Furthermore—and probably most importantly—such real-time motion capture imposes an upper limit on the avatar animation, which can at best mirror, but never surpass, the streamer’s movement. Removing this constraint of reality is important for VTubers to be able to express themselves in new ways that can more accurately fit their creative vision.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to VTubing based on the central idea of loosening the coupling between the avatar and streamer, and we describe the first implementation of our approach in the AlterEcho VTubing animation system. AlterEcho animates an expressive VTuber avatar automatically, lifting interface burdens from the streamer; it breaks the strict tethering between the avatar and streamer, allowing the avatar’s nonverbal behavior to deviate from that of the streamer. Although without the complete independence of an alter ego, the AlterEcho avatar is much more than a mere echo of the streamer: it can act more confidently than the streamer, for example through additional beat gestures that emphasize speech and grab attention, or it can act shier than the streamer by avoiding eye contact with the camera and occasionally crossing their arms, showing defensiveness; it can mirror actions by the streamer, such as key presses and mouse movements, but it can also perform actions in its virtual world autonomously, such as petting a virtual cat that does not even have a real-world counterpart.

In AlterEcho, the streamer is captured with a phone (video) and a headset microphone (audio). The phone provides basic motion capture data, including head position, orientation, and facial landmarks. Keyboard and mouse input events from the computer used for streaming are also captured. The video, audio, motion capture data, input events, and the desired persona parameters are fed into the AlterEcho system which then animates the avatar (Fig. 1). The avatar makes tethered gestures based on motion capture data (a); inferred gestures based on speech recognition, acoustic analysis, facial expression recognition, and avatar persona parameters (b and c); as well as impromptu gestures based on persona parameters (d).

AlterEcho was designed and implemented with the benefit of formative feedback from four VTubers, as well as the VTubing experience of one of the paper authors. We evaluated AlterEcho in a study (N = 315) with VTubers, non-VTuber streamers, and VTuber viewers through an online survey. The first part of the study compared three versions of the same segment from a VTubing stream, which had identical voice tracks, and differed only in the avatar animation. The first animation was created using AlterEcho; the second animation, which served as a first control condition, was created from the head and face motion capture data only; the third animation, which served as a second control condition, was created using VMagicMirror [8], a state-of-the-art keyboard-based VTubing animation system that enhances the head and face motion capture data with keyboard-triggered animations. Participants rated the AlterEcho animation higher than the two control conditions, and a majority of participants rated the AlterEcho avatar as the most engaging, natural, and preferred avatar. The second part of the study evaluated AlterEcho’s ability to adapt the avatar’s persona on the shy/introverted to confident/extroverted continuum. Participants were shown the same animation twice, with identical voice tracks, but with the avatar’s nonverbal behavior “shier” in one animation, and “more outgoing” in the other. Participants were provided eight persona adjectives that are correlated with the two ends of the shy/confident continuum; on average 7.2 of the 8 adjectives were correctly attributed.

We also refer the reader to the accompanying video which shows the animations used in our user study along with the nonverbal animation repertoire of AlterEcho.

2 PRIOR WORK

While live-streaming culture and practices have been extensively studied [20, 29, 35] and live-streaming systems for various applications have been proposed [21, 45], there was little prior research aimed specifically toward the field of VTubing, a relatively new phenomenon. In a very recent paper, Lu et al. [28] have uncovered the nuances in the perceptions and attitudes of VTuber viewers compared to those of non-VTuber viewers; Ottnazgin [34] discusses how VTubers, as an emerging new media industry in Japan, have integrated technology and fandom and have blurred the boundary between reality and virtual reality; Bredikhina [10] surveyed VTubers on identity construction, reasons for VTubing, and gender expression. Yet, there is a lack of technical discourse on VTubing.

In the following, we discuss from a practical standpoint current VTubing solutions for both independent VTubers, who pursue VTubing as a hobby, and commercial VTubers, who are associated with a company and for whom VTubing is a job.

Full-body motion capture. Commercial VTuber agencies like Hololive or A-SOUL employ industry-grade motion capture systems for full-body tracking [5, 6]. The streamer wears a full-body motion capture suit, and their body movements and facial expressions are streamed and played on a rigged 3D avatar in real-time. Due to technical complexity, there are usually no interactions between the avatar and the virtual environment; even in their rare occurrences, they are often limited, e.g., grabbing and placing a static object. Basic cinematography may be achieved by either manually or automatically rotating between pre-configured virtual world positions, or by using a tracked real-world object that the streamer can freely move and rotate to adjust the virtual camera. Certainly, fully motion-captured avatars move realistically, but most VTubers cannot afford a full-body motion capture setup. The motion capture suit and/or gloves can also be unergonomic in streaming scenarios like gaming, which requires extensive keyboard and mouse use.

As a more affordable alternative, some VTubers may employ consumer VR headsets with additional trackers for full-body tracking [39]. However, they are less accurate and often constrain the streamer’s actions, e.g. the streamer has to hold the VR controllers at all times, still rendering some tasks such as non-VR gaming impossible. Furthermore, facial expression data are not captured.

Head/Facial motion capture. Most independent VTubers do not consider body tracking at all; instead, as modeling and animating 3D full-body avatars are expensive, many VTubers choose to instead create and embody a face-rigged 2D avatar, and purely rely on head and face motion capture using a webcam or phone camera [40] to bring their avatar to life. Popular software include FaceRig (RGB image-based tracking) [15] or VMagicMirror (ARKit-based tracking) [8]. There also exists VTubing software (e.g. Luppet [40]) that provides hand tracking at an additional cost through a LeapMotion sensor, but not without limitations: for instance, the sensor cannot capture the streamer crossing their arms.

Keyboard interfaces. Most consumer VTubing software systems allow the streamer to apply baked animations on the avatar by pressing keyboard shortcuts, giving the avatar character [28]. However, the streamer can only remember so many keyboard shortcuts, and triggering the correct animation at the correct time when the streamer needs to concentrate on another matter, e.g. fighting a video game boss, can become unmanageable.

Despite its many limitations, a head/facial motion capture setup that supports keyboard-triggered motions still remains largely popular for both its low cost and light burden on the streamer—they only need a webcam or phone in front of them. Thus, it is considered a more cost-effective solution than using a full-body motion capture setup and is more widely used. In fact, even commercial VTubers who can afford full-body motion capture would often switch to using head/facial motion capture only so that they can comfortably live-stream from home.

Existing VTubing systems have focused on reproducing the streamer’s actions through the avatar as faithfully as possible. For
example, when Luppet users raise their hand and wave to greet the audience, the LeapMotion sensor captures the hand image and generates hand landmarks to pose the avatar in the same fashion. However, even a system with perfect motion capture would fall short of ideal support for VTubing. Indeed, there is a difference in technical requirements between conventional streaming and VTubing: whereas audiences of real celebrities are interested in the streamer’s actual appearance and their complex, implicit personality [18], VTuber audiences are attracted to the fictional, often stereotypical, appearance and personality traits of a simple, “flat,” and explicit VTuber persona [28]. Consider a VTuber persona who is talkative and makes many hand gestures, or a persona who is shy and always looks down during speech. While such nonverbal communication cues can be captured from the streamer’s actions (assuming a full-body motion capture setup), it requires the streamer to have good acting skills to maintain the regular body movements associated with the persona; for hours-long streams, constantly maintaining the persona is both challenging and exhausting. As such, a VTubing system must not only capture reality, i.e., the streamer’s actions, but also surpass reality, i.e., the avatar behaves differently to that of the streamer, to more effectively actualize the desired VTuber persona.

3 THE AlterEcho VTubing Animation System

We first frame the challenges and requirements of VTuber avatar animation and introduce our approach designed accordingly (Sect. 3.1). Then we give an overview of the AlterEcho system architecture (Sect. 3.2), describe the avatar animation repertoire (Sect. 3.3), and explain how AlterEcho achieves automatic animation (Sect. 3.4).

3.1 Challenges, Requirements, and Approach

VTuber audiences have expressed appreciation for avatar motions and expressions that appear natural [28]: they desire subtle nonverbal communication cues, rich and natural facial expressions, as well as interactions between the avatar and the virtual environment, all of which cannot be easily provided with simple motion capture setups based on a webcam or a phone. However, relying on complex motion capture setups is also problematic due to budget and space limitations, along with the discomfort of wearing body suits or gloves for long streams.

While current webcam-based and phone-based VTubing systems do allow user-defined hotkey-triggered avatar animations, remembering to manually trigger such animations is a mentally burdening task for the streamer, according to the VTubers we interviewed. Furthermore, when the streamer desires animations that correspond to unscripted, authentic reactions, accurately timing such animations is both essential and challenging. For example, consider a common scenario in which the streamer is startled by elements in a computer game. It takes approximately 0.5s for a person to recover from their startle reflex, and it can take up to 30s for them to fully recover their decision-making ability [42]. Thus, there is an inevitable delay between the startle event and the time the streamer is able to press a hotkey to trigger an avatar reaction, such as a facial expression of shock or a body gesture of covering the face. A delay in the avatar’s reaction is a key facilitating factor for the uncanny valley phenomenon [43], which can lead to a less natural performance that disengages the viewers.

Even with a perfect motion capture system, a VTuber avatar cannot reach its full potential: the virtual world of the avatar can only approach, and never surpass, the real world. For example, the avatar should be able to interact with objects and characters that exist only in the virtual world and not in the real world. The avatar’s abilities should not be restricted to those of the streamer: the avatar could be a better actor when role-playing a designed VTuber persona, and, for hours-long streams, the avatar’s endless energy could help the streamer stay in character.

Consequently, a VTubing animation system should be designed to satisfy the following requirements:

- **Automatic.** The avatar animation should be generated without explicit intervention from the streamer.
- **Low cost.** The system should be implemented from inexpensive, unobtrusive, and compact components.
- **Support for real / virtual world differences.** The system should produce animation suitable for a virtual world that is controlled, but not limited, by the real world.
- **Adaptable.** The avatar persona should be parameterized such that the streamer can set it based on their preferences.

We propose AlterEcho, a VTuber avatar animation system designed to satisfy the requirements above based on the defining idea of loosening the coupling between the streamer and the avatar. The streamer motions are captured with an inexpensive system, i.e., a phone; instead of simply retargeting the captured motion to the avatar, the animation is generated by also taking into account the streamer’s actions and speech, the virtual environment (which could be significantly different than the real world), and the specified avatar persona parameters. The resulting avatar animation not only includes elements from the captured motion, but also includes new elements blended in to leverage the richness of the virtual world, achieving and sustaining a desired avatar persona.

3.2 Architecture

Fig. 2 gives an overview of the AlterEcho system. The VTuber sits in front of a computer, e.g., a laptop or a desktop, wearing a headset with a microphone. The VTuber interacts with the computer using a mouse and keyboard interface, for example to play a game, or to show videos as part of their VTubing stream. The computer also runs the AlterEcho system. The VTuber head and torso are captured with a video camera and their speech is captured with the headset microphone. The video stream (1 in Fig. 2), the audio stream (2), the mouse and keyboard events (3), and the desired values of the avatar persona parameters (4) are input to the AlterEcho system.

The VTuber’s head and facial features are tracked with a low-cost motion capture system. The video feed is further analyzed with a machine-learning facial expression recognition (FER) system. Speech is converted to text with punctuation and word-level timestamps, and the audio stream undergoes further acoustic analysis to measure the volume and pitch of each word. The head and face mocap data along with the recognized facial expression (5), the results from speech analysis (6), and the keyboard and mouse events (3) are buffered to be used by the Gesture Triggering module to decide whether the preconditions of specific avatar gestures are met (7). The AlterEcho avatar gesture repertoire is described in greater detail in Sect. 3.3, and the Gesture Triggering module is described in Sect. 3.4.1.

AlterEcho preloads graphics assets and animations (8). The graphics assets include the computer animation characters of the avatar and their companions (e.g., a cat), and the models of the keyboard, mouse, and desk. The graphics assets (9), the animation clips (a), and inverse kinematics (IK) algorithms (4) (b) are piped together with the triggered gesture data (c) into the Animation Integration module which implements the animation of the avatar, as described in Sect. 3.4.2.

The virtual environment, including the avatar, are queued up for rendering (d), and are rendered just in time (e) to maintain a constant time offset between real time and rendering time. This delay gives the Animation Integration module the ability to arbitrate between tethered gestures on one hand, and inferred and impromptu gestures on the other, to avoid lower priority gestures being truncated when interrupted by higher priority gestures. This delay is fundamental
to our looser avatar-streamer coupling, as it allows the avatar to temporarily diverge and then to gracefully sync back up with the streamer. Finally, the rendered frames are streamed to the viewer over the Internet (f).

3.3 Nonverbal Animation Repertoire

We categorize the AlterEcho avatar’s nonverbal behavior into tethered, inferred and impromptu gestures, based on how loosely the avatar’s actions are connected to those of the streamer. We use the term gesture to encompass all nonverbal behaviors, including hand, arm, head, face, body, and gaze movements. The accompanying video catalogues AlterEcho’s animation capabilities.

Tethered gestures. The avatar lip-syncs, makes facial expressions, moves their head, and uses the keyboard and mouse, mirroring the captured motions and actions of the streamer. Examples of tethered gestures in Fig. 1 are the right hand pressing on the keyboard (c) and the head position and view direction in (a).

Inferred gestures. The avatar also makes gestures which are not a direct replica but rather a result of the streamer’s actions. Beat gestures are inferred from the streamer’s speech, and, although they do not carry semantic information, they enhance the rhythm of the speech and serve as attention cues [22]. Iconic gestures are also inferred from the speech, and they evoke specific ideas based on conventions of nonverbal communication [46]; for example, the avatar waves their hand to greet the viewer, shrugs their shoulders to express doubt or indifference, or grabs their head when startled by a realization or an adverse event. Emotion gestures are facial expressions that the avatar makes based on the inferred emotional state of the VTuber. Examples of inferred gestures in Fig. 1 are the frustration gesture (b) and the shocked expression with the beat gesture (c).

Impromptu gestures. The naturalness and personality of the avatar is further enhanced with gestures that are independent of the streamer. For example, the avatar scratches their face or neck, turns their head to avoid eye contact, slouches or stands up straight, crosses their arms, or even pets a virtual cat that has no real world counterpart—see (d) in Fig. 1.

Persona parameters. Finally, AlterEcho allows the streamer to tune the avatar persona along two dimensions: energy level and degree of extroversion. These high-level controls can produce the typical “extroverted and energetic” and “introverted and reserved” avatars, while also allowing for a shy but energetic avatar who avoids eye contact while making numerous nervous gestures, or an outgoing but calm avatar who confidently delivers dry humor with an indifferent face. Fig. 3 shows the same frame with degree of extroversion set to minimum (left) and maximum (right).

3.4 Automatic Animation

In this section we describe how AlterEcho animates the VTuber avatar automatically by first deciding which gestures to trigger (Sect. 3.4.1) and then by integrating the gestures (Sect. 3.4.2) into the final avatar animation.

3.4.1 Gesture Triggering

The triggering of gestures depends on the streamer’s tracked actions and/or the input persona parameter values (Fig. 2). We have formulated the avatar persona with two high-level parameters: energy level $K_e$, and degree of extroversion $K_x$, with values in the $[-1, 1]$ range. Both parameters control the default facial expression, and the set of allowable gestures, e.g., low energy and introverted avatars do not make beat gestures. In addition, $K_e$ controls gesture frequency, and $K_x$ controls body posture (i.e., slouching or sitting straight), amplitude of the beat gestures (i.e., narrow or broad), IK targets of the chest and elbows, magnitude of the tethered body movements, and eye contact, based on conventional nonverbal expressions of extroversion [11, 31]. For example, a shier avatar slouches more and keeps elbows closer to body to be less visible; a more confident avatar sits straight and keeps their elbows away from their body to maximize their perceived size.
A gesture is triggered when its preconditions are met. In the following, we discuss the preconditions for different categories of gestures. Note that a triggered gesture will not necessarily be played; which triggered gestures to integrate and execute is decided in animation integration (Sect. 3.4.2).

**Tethered gestures.** These gestures are triggered based on motion capture data, as well as on the keyboard and mouse events, and do not depend on persona parameters. There is a one-to-one mapping between the keys of the real and virtual keyboard; a key press event generates a corresponding key press gesture for the left or the right hand of the avatar. The captured mouse events include cursor movement and button events, and the avatar manipulates the mouse accordingly. A more loosely tethered gesture is triggered when the VTuber’s head position becomes distant from the screen, indicating that the VTuber let go of the keyboard and mouse, which the avatar follows.

**Inferred gestures.** Inferred gestures are triggered based on speech recognition, acoustic analysis, facial expression recognition, and persona parameters. Iconic gestures are triggered by specific keywords and phrases, e.g., the avatar shrugging their shoulders when saying “well”/“ok,” or the avatar grabbing their head with their hands to show frustration when shouting out “wait” followed by a pause longer than a few seconds. Beat gestures are triggered by a word uttered with a volume higher than a threshold; in our implementation, it is computed as one standard deviation above the average volume of word utterances in the past minute of audio. Beat gestures are also triggered for the first word of a sentence if no beat gestures have been triggered in the past $t$ seconds; $t$ is negatively related to $K_e$ and $K_r$, so a more energetic and extroverted avatar is allowed to make more frequent beat gestures. Emotion gestures, such as joyful, sad, or angry facial expressions, are triggered by changes from a neutral expression, as classified and filtered by our ML model. Each inferred gesture has its own $K_e$ and $K_r$ triggering thresholds.

**Impromptu gestures.** Like inferred gestures, each impromptu gesture has its own thresholds for the persona parameters $K_e$ and $K_r$. Similar to beat gestures, impromptu gestures are triggered if no impromptu gestures have been triggered in the past $l$ seconds; $l$ is negatively related to $K_e$, so that more energetic avatars make more impromptu gestures.

### 3.4.2 Animation Integration

The Gesture Triggering module (Sect. 3.4.1) provides a list of gestures which need to be integrated into the final avatar animation (Fig. 2). This requires timing the gestures, arbitrating whether the gestures should be executed while resolving potential conflicts, and finally executing the gestures to produce a smooth animation.

**Timing.** The starting time of a gesture is determined based on when its preconditions are met; applying an offset can also be necessary, e.g., to better synchronize the beat gestures with the streamer’s speech. Most gestures have a duration derived from the length of the animation clip, or from the time it takes to reach the target pose through IK, and always restore the avatar into their natural pose. However, there are non-restoring gestures that leave the avatar in a target state for an indefinite amount of time, thus not having a duration. For example, beat gestures are non-restoring; they hold until the avatar makes the next hand gesture. Thus, the timing submodule must keep track of non-restoring gestures and return the affected body parts to their natural poses when they persist beyond a specified time threshold, e.g., 3s for beat gestures.

**Arbitration.** The arbitration submodule decides upon whether a triggered gesture should indeed be executed, and resolves conflicts between candidate gestures, i.e., gestures may act simultaneously on the same skeletal joints. First, all inferred and impromptu gestures have an execution probability, which is connected to the persona parameters, to further control their frequency and add onto the avatar’s naturalness; they also have a cooldown period during which they are not eligible for being repeated. Once candidate gestures are decided, conflicts are resolved based on the following priority order, from high to low: tethered, emotion, iconic, beat, and finally impromptu gestures. To guarantee that a low-priority gesture completes its execution without a high-priority gesture interrupting it, we use a 15s sliding window that affords a 15s glimpse into the “future.” As a consequence, the execution of all gestures are delayed by 15s.

**Execution.** Most gestures are implemented (1) through forward kinematics, e.g., head rotations, (2) through IK, e.g., grabbing the mouse or pressing a key, or (3) by playing animation clips in the animation library. The gaze of the avatar is implemented by aiming the gaze away from or towards the camera based on the degree of extroversion $K_e$. Head, spine, and pole IK targets are transformed based on $K_e$ to adjust the default body pose. Facial blendshapes are interpolated based on motion capture data and offsetted based on $K_e$ and $K_r$ to modulate the facial expression [3, 14].

### 4 Results and Discussion

We designed (Sect. 3.1) and implemented (Sect. 4.1) AlterEcho based on formative feedback from four VTubers active on Twitch [44] and Bilibili [9], and based on the VTubing experience of one of the authors of this paper. Then, we compared avatar animations produced by AlterEcho to those produced by other approaches in a study with $N = 315$ participants from the VTuber community (Sect. 4.2).

#### 4.1 Implementation Overview

AlterEcho (Fig. 2) was implemented using Unity 2019.4.13f1 and Python 3. Head position, head orientation, and facial landmarks of the streamer are tracked with an iPhone 11 using face anchor data from Apple’s ARKit [3], which is piped into Unity. The ARKit face anchor data were classified into one of four facial expressions, corresponding to emotions joy, sadness, anger, and neutral (no emotion). We used a support vector machine facial expression recognition (FER) model [17] trained with our own dataset. While FER deep learning approaches that work directly from video frames have been studied extensively [26], we chose to take as input the ARKit data for performance and robustness. Our FER model detects facial expressions for individual frames, which are filtered and used to trigger emotion gestures.

Audio is continuously processed using Python. First, speech recognition and transcription is performed using Azure’s Speech To Text cloud service [30]. Then, the audio is further processed locally with Python libraries for acoustic analysis, i.e., to measure the volume and pitch of each word. Keyboard and mouse events are captured using Python and piped into Unity. The Gesture Triggering and Animation Integration modules are implemented in Unity as a C# script. Unity handles buffering and rendering, and AlterEcho is streaming-ready using existing streaming software such as OBS Studio [33]. Note that the audio output of the streaming software needs to be configured to add a delay of 15s to synchronize with the gestures (see Sect. 3.4.2).

#### 4.2 User Study

We have conducted a user study with $N = 315$ participants to compare animations produced with AlterEcho to animations produced with two other approaches, and to gauge AlterEcho’s ability to modulate the avatar persona. The user study was approved by our university’s Institutional Review Board.

**Participants.** In order to reach a global audience, the study was implemented with an online survey using survey platforms Qualtrics [37] ($N_Q = 82$) and Wen Juan Xing [12] ($N_W = 233$). We
reached the participants on Reddit and National Geographic of Azeroth (NGA) through their dedicated VTubing forums [32, 38] to reach both VTubers and viewers. 84 of the participants identified as female and 200 identified as male. 56 were VTubers, 49 were other streamers or video content creators, and 210 were viewers not involved in content creation. Table 1 and Table 2 show that our participants have substantial VTubing experience.

4.2.1 Comparison to other approaches
The first part of the survey is a controlled within-subject user study to compare AlterEcho animations to two control conditions. The animations used in the comparison were generated as follows.

**Conditions.** Since chatting and gaming are two main activities of a VTubing stream [28], we contracted an experienced VTuber to perform a typical Let’s Play session, in which the VTuber played a computer game and entertained the audience with related and unrelated commentary. The VTuber’s speech was recorded with a headset microphone and then mixed into the computer’s screen capture. The keyboard and mouse events were captured with a Python script. The streamer was also captured with an iPhone 11 that provided head and facial landmark motion capture data.

The audio/video capture, the events trace, and the mocap data were used to create animations for three conditions. For the first control condition (C1), the animation was created by directly applying the mocap data to the avatar. For the second control condition (C2), the avatar was animated using VMagicMirror [8], a popular VTubing system that takes mocap data as input and enhances it with animations triggered through key presses; we triggered animations manually and offline to make the best use of the VMagicMirror features and without putting pressure on the streamer’s real-time performance. For the experimental condition (E), the avatar was animated using AlterEcho. All three animations have exactly the same audio track of the streamer’s voice mixed in with the video game sounds. Each animation is 2min23s long. Note the animations do not show the streamer, just their avatar. During game play, the animation is juxtaposed to the computer screen capture. Please refer to Fig. 4 and to the accompanying video for an illustration of the animations used in the three conditions.

**Experimental procedure.** First, the participant watched the three animations one at the time, in a random order. The participant answered on a five-point Likert scale whether “the avatar was engaging” (Engaging in Table 3), “the avatar was natural” (Natural), and whether they “would be happy with this avatar in [their] streaming/VTubing” (Preferable). Then, the participant was shown all three videos simultaneously, with two videos at the top and one video at the bottom (see accompanying video), in the order they just watched. The participant was asked to select the video in which they thought the avatar was “most engaging,” “most natural,” and the animation that had their “preferred” avatar. The participant could provide optional free-form feedback.

**Results and discussion.** We converted the Likert scale answers into numerical values from 1 (“Strongly Disagree”) to 5 (“Strongly Agree”). The average individual ratings of the animations are given in Table 3. Table 4 gives the ratings for the VTuber participants. AlterEcho was rated higher than VMagicMirror, which was rated higher than Mocap only, for all three measures, by all participants, as well as by the VTuber subgroup. Average VTuber ratings were slightly higher than the average ratings over all participants.

Since our data are not normally distributed, we compared the three
conditions for each of the three dependent variables in Table 3 with a Friedman test followed by a post hoc test. There was a statistically significant difference between the three conditions for the dependent variables Engaging (χ²(2) = 169.33, p < 1e−5), Natural (χ²(2) = 177.662, p < 1e−5), and Preferable (χ²(2) = 136.064, p < 1e−5). Post hoc analysis was conducted to investigate differences between pairs of conditions. We used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni correction, resulting in a significance level set at p < .017. Table 5 shows that AlterEcho (E) ratings are significantly higher than those of Mocap only (C1), and of VMagicMirror (C2).

Table 6 shows that a majority of participants selected the AlterEcho animation as the most engaging, most natural, and as their preferred avatar. A similar pattern was also recorded for the VTuber participant subgroup (Table 7).

Indeed, most participants praised the AlterEcho animation as “vivid and natural” (P254), “more engaging because of the body movements and the fact [the avatar] can move its hands too” (P261), and “the one [they] ended up re-watching the most between the three [avatars]... [their] eyes kept going back to [AlterEcho animation]” (P265). Some participants thought the AlterEcho animation was produced with full-body motion capture: “the tracking... is very well-managed... [but] it will come with a cost of spending more time and resources on equipment and will also demand more control of the streamer’s own body” (P279). As a participant noted, “while the increased movement does lead to the characteristic unnatural/canny moments that are unavoidable for highly tracked models, [the AlterEcho avatar] still plays far better into creating a character and telling the audience about that character” (P300).

However, some participants felt that the AlterEcho avatar was distracting: “[It] feels like the model swayed/trembled too much left and right” (P256), “[It] has too many motions... The viewer may want to focus on the game but the substantial amount of motions may result in visual fatigue, because the viewer has to pay attention to both the game and the avatar” (P120). Some participants also felt that human-like body gestures would reduce the unique charm of an anime persona that tends to be “flat” and ideal: “Too many subtle body movements would ruin the role-playing aspect of the VTuber. It made people think the world behind the screen is not so ideal” (P85);

Table 5: Analysis of differences between individual animation ratings, all participants (N = 315).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Engaging</th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Preferable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2−C1</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>1e−5</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E−C1</td>
<td>10.47</td>
<td>&lt;1e−5</td>
<td>11.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Three-way animation ratings, all participants (N = 315).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Most engaging</th>
<th>Most natural</th>
<th>Most preferred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mocap only</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMagicMirror</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlterEcho</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Three-way animation ratings, VTuber participants (N = 56).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Most engaging</th>
<th>Most natural</th>
<th>Most preferred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mocap only</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMagicMirror</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlterEcho</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“[The AlterEcho animation] and [the VMagicMirror animation] feel like watching a real human, instead of an anime character, playing a game” (P112); “Although [the AlterEcho avatar] looks the most natural, it seems too similar to a real person when combined with the [streamer’s] voice. [The VMagicMirror avatar] is just right: there are some cartoonish gestures, but they don’t feel split with the voice” (P203). Although one can change the frequency and variety of gestures in AlterEcho easily by adjusting the persona parameters, the “sweet spot” of the amount and types of avatar gestures for a typical VTuber audience remains to be explored by future studies.

Interestingly, some participants suggested going in the opposite direction of a flat avatar and asked for more frequent and pronounced facial expression changes: “The facial expression in all videos should switch more aggressively” (P3); “The avatar expressions are too few... there should be more quirky expressions” (P21); “When a VTuber is playing a game such as Syobon Action [the game played by the VTuber], I expect the VTuber to have a plethora of reactions and facial expressions, so I think the facial expressions should be more enhanced and dramatic” (P34). Some also preferred the facial expressions in the VMagicMirror animation over the ones in AlterEcho: “I feel as if the facial expressions of [the VMagicMirror avatar] were more engaging, however [the AlterEcho avatar] has more dynamic movement” (P270); “While I enjoyed [the AlterEcho animation] the most overall, it seems like [the VMagicMirror animation] is more natural when it comes to the facial expressions” (P268). The diversity in participants’ preferences, some of which are contradictory, validate the persona modulation approach taken by AlterEcho, which should be extended to allow precisely defining a desired persona.

Some participants noticed model clipping errors in the AlterEcho animation due to the lack of collision detection, finding it “very distracting” (P51), and that it even “broke the immersion of it all” (P255). Clipping is not a fundamental limitation of AlterEcho, and future implementations should remove it through algorithmic solutions for adapting baked animations to any new and possibly dynamic virtual environment geometry.

Some participants noticed the re-use of gestures: “it is obvious that a lot of the animations [in the AlterEcho animation] are prescribed ones and the arm movement is off-putting” (P286), “though [the AlterEcho animation] was what I found the most natural and engaging. I did notice that the animations appeared to be canned after seeing the same one repeated so often” (P298). One solution is to simply include more gestures in the animation library to make the gesture reuse less noticeable; another is to incorporate machine-learning techniques to generate gestures on-the-fly, such as speech-driven gesture synthesis [1].

4.2.2 Avatar persona modulation

The second part of the study evaluates the effectiveness of AlterEcho’s persona parameterization.
Finally, a recurring feedback from all participants was the inconsistency between the timid gestures that the shy avatar makes and the streamer’s energetic voice: “The soul of the avatar needs to match the avatar; even if I personally prefer [the shy avatar], [the confident avatar] seems more fitting with the voice” (P101); “Because only the pose of the avatar was changed and not the tone of voice, [the shy avatar] felt significantly more incongruous, which is why I think [watching the confident avatar] is a significantly better viewing experience” (P89). Future work should assess how the voice of the streamer influences the VTuber persona as perceived by the audience.

5 Conclusion, Limitations, and Future Work

We have presented AlterEcho, a VTubing avatar animation system designed to be automatic, to give high-level control over the avatar persona, to have modest equipment constraints, and not only to tolerate, but also to take full advantage of differences between the real and virtual world. AlterEcho was evaluated in a large controlled study with participants with substantial VTuber and VTubing viewing experience; the AlterEcho animations surpassed animations produced automatically from similar motion capture input, and even animations where motion capture was enhanced manually, offline, with a state-of-the-art keyboard-based VTubing system.

We have begun discussing the limitations of AlterEcho in Sect. 4.2 where we summarized the shortcomings reported by our participants. Our approach of loosening the coupling between avatar and streamer requires finalizing the animation with a buffering delay (see Sect. 3.4.2) that allows the system to trigger and integrate a complex set of possibly conflicting candidate gestures. We use a conservative 1.5s delay; future work could investigate the feasibility of a smaller delay to decrease streaming latency. While a few seconds of additional latency is likely acceptable as existing live streaming exhibits a latency of several tens of seconds [41], this hypothesis should be tested once AlterEcho is deployed to be used by VTubers. Such a deployment will also enable a thorough validation of the system, with viewers comparing VTubing streams animated using AlterEcho to those animated using other systems.

In addition, our avatar persona modulation is currently limited to nonverbal communication; future work could investigate modifying verbal content and delivery of the avatar. Future work should also examine the granularity of avatar persona adaptation, which so far has only been tested at the two endpoints of the shy/introverted to outgoing/extroverted continuum, and the avatar persona could also be modulated along additional dimensions. Finally, our implementation of AlterEcho assumes the VTuber has a 3D avatar; however, many VTubers, especially independent VTubers, still rely on animating a 2D avatar using systems like Live2D [27, 47] to avoid the cost of modeling and rigging a 3D avatar. Future work could look into extending AlterEcho with support for 2D avatars.

Our work opens the door to personalizing the avatar persona for individual viewers, either automatically, based on inferences driven by viewer actions, or under the viewer’s control. For pedagogical agents, personalization to individual learners is one of the biggest potential advantages over conventional in-class education [25], whereas in VTubing, the role of avatar personalization is less clear: VTubers might be reticent to hand over avatar control to viewers, and viewers might not want to break the illusion that the fictional persona is “real” by manipulating the avatar. Ultimately, future work could explore increasing the avatar’s autonomy from the streamer, in the quest of rich artistic expression, enabled by complex, evolving, contradictory, rebellious, or even completely independent avatars.
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